This is used to show how foreign objects are placed in a line area.
Some block text to separate instream objects.
Some text before and some after the svg element.

A text line below the instream object.

SVG placed in a block

A text line below the block.
A text line with an instream foreign object that is before the line break. With some text on the next line. With a bit more text to go over the to the next line.

A text line with an instream foreign object that is after the line break. With some text on the next line. With a bit more text to go over the to the next line.

A text line with an instream foreign object that is over the line break. With some text on the next line. With a bit more text to go over the to the next line to see it handles it properly.
The next block has an instream object wider than the area.

SVG placed in a really wide block

This block has an instream object wider than the area after this text

SVG placed in a really wide block